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ABSTRACT 

The globalization of the markets and the worldwide competition forces the SMEs to implement new technologies 

and organize themselves using new concepts order to maintain their competitively. This study is concerned with 

the simulation modeling of shop floor activities for milk product manufacturing industry. The simulation 

methodology for modeling shop floor activities was developed by using ARENA simulation tool in this thesis. A 

milk product manufacturing industry was selected for pilot application.  Queue rules were applied to the 

developed model to optimize the system efficiency. By analyzing the output statistical results of ARENA which 

were obtained with the usage of the input variables (such as resource capacities, process times, setup and 

remove times of parts, variables w.r.t. to workers, etc.) best manufacturing policy was able to be found.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
imulation is the imitation of the operation of a real world process or system over time. Whether 

done by hand or a computer, simulation involves the generation of an artificial history of a system, 

and the observation of that artificial history to draw inferences concerning the operating characteristics of the 

real system [1]. The behavior of a system as it evolves over time is studied by developing a simulation model. 

Once developed and validated, a model can be used to investigate a wide variety of “what-if” questions about 

the real-world system [1]. 

 Simulation is used before an existing system is altered or a new system built, to reduce the chances of 

failure to meet specifications, to eliminate unforeseen bottlenecks, to prevent under or over-utilization of 

resources, and to optimize system performance.  For  instance,  simulation  can  be  used  to  answer  

questions  like:  What  is  the  best  design  for  a  new telecommunications network? What are the 

associated resource requirements? How will telecommunications network performs when the traffic load 

increases by 50%? How will a new routing algorithm affect its performance? Which network protocol 

optimizes network performance? What will be the impact of a link failure? [2] 

 Implementing change can be a difficult task for any organization, big or small. For this purpose 

modeling of complex systems such as manufacturing systems is an arduous task. Simulation has gained 

importance in the past few years and allows designers imagine new systems and enabling them to both 

quantify and observe behavior. Whether the system is a production line, an operating room or an emergency 

response system, simulation can be used to study and compare alternative designs or to troubleshoot existing 

systems. With simulation models, how an existing system might perform if altered could explore, or how a 

new system might behave before the prototype is even completed, thus saving on costs and lead times. 

Modeling and simulation are emerging as key technologies to support manufacturing in the 21st century. 

However,  there  are  differing  views  on  how  best  to  develop,  validate  and  use  simulation  models  in  

practice.  Most development procedures tend to be linear and prescriptive by nature. Several researchers have 
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studied performance by using simulation techniques with the first uses dating back to at least the early 1960`s. 

Detailed discussions of simulation. In general, may be found in Banks, Carson, and Nelson [1] and Law and 

Kelton [3]. A practical discussion of the steps in a sound simulation study is given in Law and McComas [4]. 

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION 
 Nowadays product varieties are rapidly being introduced into the market. In this situation, the philosophy 

needed by a company to survive is by constantly changing from the old product to new one. Newly developed 

products need machines other production resources to process raw materials to become finished goods. Many times 

the order or demands in market are increased at that time the available resources not fulfills such type of market 

demands. It required the extra resource. On the other hand, the procurement of these machine & resources require 

the substantial amount of cost as well as time from design to production. Procurement, production will certainly lead 

to longer time to market thus affecting competitiveness of the company. It could be that the existing facilities are 

already in place for extra production within time but the problem is whether the utilization of the existing 

manufacturing or processing system is capable of producing a product. That is why it is very important to evaluate 

the utilization of an existing production facility in relation to product varieties produced in the company. 

3. RELATED WORK 
 Production line consists of series of work stations. The workstations are arranged so that process completed 

from one workstation to the next. At each workstation certain process is carried out and production lines are 

balanced. Transfer of the prepasteurised milk to the culture tank by using suitable piping. Simultaneously transfer to 

the next workstation. Finally after packing completed the pouches are transfer to cold storage by manual tray 

handling. Production line associated with batch production. If the demand in the market is increased then uses the 

byproduct production line are used for further processing. 

 Simulation has been used to investigate a wide variety of problematic areas in processing. [1]. A simulation 

model is descriptive model of a process a system & usually includes parameter that allows the model to be 

configurable [1]. The model will then be used to estimate the effects of various actions. The idea behind simulation 

is to imitate a real world situation mathematically, then to fitly its properties and operating characteristics and finally 

to draw conclusions and make action decision based on the results of the simulation. In this way the real life system 

is not touched until the advantages and disadvantages of what may be major policy decision are first measured on 

the systems model. 

 Sending and receiving messages is a way for simulation model to interact with directly with a shop floor 

execution system. From external database that are updated by a process planning system and coordinated via an 

external business system, the process plans and master production order can be reads by control simulation model 

[29]. Using the Arena software as an analysis tools, the utilization and cycle time for production process can be 

simulated.  

 The efforts to improve performances of manufacturing system have never ended. And utilization is one 

of the performance parameters which need to be improved. Some of the previous studies to improve the 

resource utilization of manufacturing system have been conducted [17]-[20]. 

 One of scenarios to improve productivity of production line in a food processing industry was by 

adjusting the number of resources (such as machine) and distance between workstations. And then Arena 

software was used to analyze the effects of that adjustment [17]. 

 A few previous studies that related to resource utilization and Arena simulation have been discussed. 

Anyway, only a few of these studies have discussed directly on the effect of batch size and throughput 

parameters to improve resource utilization. 

4. METHODOLOGY 

The methodology for this study can be illustrated as shown in Fig. 1. The following paragraphs describe the 

individual element of the methodology flow chart. 
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A. Collecting General System (Company Properties) Data 
 The main issue for this study can be stated as finding the most appropriate firm(s) to fulfill a defined 

processesing task. To construct the model, steps which are explained below will be followed by the modeler. 

Before starting to collect real system data (process data), the identification tag of the company (name of the 

company), its location (address of the company), activity domain (activity field of the firm), its size and work 

hour should be defined by the modeler. To achieve this objective some essential data must be collected. These 

collected data will be used for either programming part or animation part of the model. Steps that modeler 

should follow for collecting data are; 

o Determination of Simulation Parameters: Worker schedule 

o Identification of Resource (labor and machine) Capabilities of the Firm: The resource list must be 

prepared. Specialization of the workers and machine types should be written in this list. In this country, 

because of economical disadvantages, SMEs occasionally prefer workers who are specialized in 

different machines. Because of this disadvantage modeler should pay attention while collecting the 

properties of workers. By collected data, entities should be seized according to related worker before 

machining. 

o Examination of Machines and Machining Sequences of the Parts: The data about machines give 

information to the modeler about sequencing rule for machining. 

B. Collecting and Processing Real System Data 
The items that should be done step by step while collecting data are the following in sequence; 

o Type of entity and its process cycle should be described. 

o Parts of entity and their process sequences should be determined. 

o Part List Table should be prepared. 

o Process Plan should be analyzed. (Prepared by Flowchart) 

o Machining times and input distributions should be determined: There are different kinds of statistical 

distribution types which are used by Arena. General usage of statistical distribution can be summarized  

 There are also five technicians working in this company. Each of them is specialized on a 

different machine 

 Culture tank filling Pasteurisati

on 

Packing 

machine 

Cold storage  Cleaning  

Worker 1 •    • 
Worker 2 •    • 
Worker 3  •   • 
Worker 4   • • • 
Worker 5   • • • 
Worker 6     • 

 Table 1:  Workers process table  

EXAMINATION OF THE FIRM 

RESOURCE 

CAPACITY 

(MACHINE) 

MACHINE TYPE PROPERTIES 

Pasteurisation 5000 lit/hrs 

Culture unit 1000 lit 

Fill Packing Machine 5000 lit/hrs 

Cold Storage 10000 lit (05 racks) with +4
0
C to 7

0
C 

Boiler  Pressure 14 kg 

Table 2:  machine Capabilities 

The triangular distribution is commonly used in situations in which the exact form of the distribution is not 

known, but estimates (or guesses) for the minimum, maximum, and most likely are available. Operators could 

give maximum and minimum process times. By using this distribution, ARENA® could calculate average 

values for operation times. For this pilot application, base time unit was selected as minute. 

 

C. Process Sequence (in minutes) 

CULTURE TRIA( 300, 365, 420 ) 

PASTEURISATION TRIA( 55,58,60) 
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PACKING TRIA(  83,85,90) 

COLD STORAGE TRIA( 4, 4.5, 5 ) 

Table 3: Process Sequence  

D. DATA ANALYSIS 
 The first step is to model the existing line by using ARENA software. This step was done by utilizing 

the build function in the software. There were 4 types of processes were studied. The data collected from the 

each processes of production line is entered in the model. After the developed model has got verification, the 

validation of model is done by comparing the result resulted from the model to the results based on the real 

situation. The product production processes plans is shown in Table 3 

E. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Product In, Product Out, and Utilization 
Figs. show the numbers of „products in‟ (product quantities coming into a certain workstation), the numbers of 

„products out‟ (product quantities coming out from a certain workstation), and utilizations percentages for each 

processes.  

 

Fig.:  Result for number of ‘product in’ for each process 

 

Fig.:  Result for number of ‘product out’ for each process 

 

 

Fig.:  Result for ‘Utilization’ for each process 
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Utilization versus product out & Wait Time 

Fig. shows the utilization versus number of product in, out and wait time for each process with different entity 

per arrival 

 

 Based on the graphs plotted on these figures, numbers of products out, numbers of products in and wait 

times for each processes increased when entities per arrivals increased. This clearly showed that a utilization 

percentage is linear with products out, products in and wait times. 

 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
 Based on the results of this study, it can be concluded that the parameters of „product in‟, „product out‟, 

and „utilization‟ have positive relationship to processing time at each workstation. By increasing batch size, 

higher quantity of products will be processed at any workstation, and this causes more time to process them. As 

a result, „product in‟, „product out‟, „utilization‟ parameters will also increase. 

 For further study, it is recommended to investigate the effect of changes in production line at the 

constant condition of batch size. 
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